«Altersreform 2020, reform of the
Swiss pensions system – what next?»
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It is largely undisputed that so far the Swiss 3-pillar concept has proved to be efficient and
that future generations should also be able to enjoy a stable old-age pension. The point in
dispute is who should pay for it. Political feasibility takes precedence over economic
considerations and the politicians don’t want to blot their copy books with the significant
50-plus segment of the electorate. This is why Switzerland’s 2020 pension reform is more
likely to benefit the interests of the older, rather than the younger generation.

Our three pillar pension
system works really well
and is the envy of many
countries. Why does it need
to be reformed?
We are indeed suffering «in
luxury». But the extremely low
interest rates are preventing
continued no-risk returns. The
demographic trends – fewer
children are being born, whilst
life expectancy is simultaneously rising – are causing
receipts to dwindle and payouts to get out of control. To get
a grip on this problem the politicians must find a p
 olitically
acceptable solution, as part of the 2020 pension reform, in
order to stabilise our pension system in the long term.

«Demo¯raphic trends are forcin¯
us to act.»
The 2020 pension reform is very complex.
What specific impact is it likely to have?
The transition generation (50 plus) has little to fear and
people over 60 will not be affected at all. It is most radical
for people under 50 – this generation is the big loser. They
will have to pay more into their pensions, retire later and
receive less than preceding generations. At the same time
they no longer have their whole professional lives before

«People under 50 will have to pay
more into their pensions.»
them, but just another 15 to 20 years, to make up for the
losses with additional savings. Through starting a family
and buying their own homes these household finances are
already squeezed and have little financial room to manoeuvre. But above all they have few political spokesmen.

reduced, i.e. people pay in for longer and draw pensions
later. The adjustment mechanisms should definitely be
depoliticized and automated, because it is life expectancy
and the financial markets that are the deciding factors, not
our politicians’ crystal ball.

«Life expectancy and financial
markets are authoritative for the
necessary adjustments.»
What, specifically, must be done?
A high-altitude tour of the mountains requires different
preparations to a spontaneous Sunday stroll and the
former is what the under-50s can expect. They need time,
explanations, careful preparations, an equipment check,
good weather and a mountain guide. The same is true of
pension provision and planning. A qualified financial

«Compensate for reduced
payments with far-si¯hted
pension provision.»
adviser who specialises in pensions can highlight how
reduced payments from the first and second pillars can be
offset by forward-looking and systematic private pension
provision. And it’s true that the sooner you analyse your
personal situation, the more successfully you can control it.

Reto Spring
Chairman, Swiss Association of Financial
Planners (FPVS)
Reto Spring (45) from Zollikon in the canton of Zurich is a
Swiss certified financial planner and chairman of the Swiss

Mr Spring, what do you think is a sensible solution that
is acceptable to all those concerned?
There are only three options: increase incomings, reduce
outgoings, or raise the retirement age. The first measure
disadvantages the employed, the second disadvantages
pensioners and the third is neutral, because additional
income will be generated and expenditure simultaneously
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Association of Financial Planners, the biggest and oldest
professional association in Switzerland for financial and
pension consultants. He has been advising private clients
on complex retirement, inheritance and tax planning issues
since 2002, as well as pension, property and inheritance
law matters.
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Far-si¯hted pension provision.
«If you arran¯e your personal pension early, you will
remain financially independent after retirement.»
Dear customer,
There was a marked change in
the markets again in 2016 and
it was an eventful year for
Skandia too. The takeover of
UBS Life AG took us a step
closer to long-term, sustainable growth. This offers you
the necessary security and
stability to achieve your pension goals, even in the current
demanding environment.
The Swiss National Bank’s introduction of negative interest rates
perceptibly increased the pressure on Swiss banks. Whether or
not to pass on these negative interest rates to customers is hotly
debated and there is no sign of an imminent solution to this
problem. Against this background long-term investments in
broadly diversified insurance solutions – with a higher proportion of equities, for example – are an interesting possibility for
earning income. In the past this strategy has always proved its
worth if the investment term is suitably long. The classic savings
account and government pension instruments, on the other
hand, only offer limited security. Now is the time to adjust your
fund portfolio to the changed market situation.

The aforementioned circumstances make a private pension
increasingly important because the situation is uncertain where
the Old Age and Survivors Insurance and the pension funds are
concerned and the outcome of reform efforts as yet unknown.
Anyone relying solely on statutory pension provision risks a
gaping hole in their old age pension. If, however, you look to the
future and take early control of your private pension provision,
you will remain financially independent after retirement. Reto
Spring, Chairman of the Swiss Association of Financial Planners
(Finanzplaner Verband Schweiz – FPVS) explains in this edition
of «contact» why optimum pension planning matters and
answers questions about the «Altersreform 2020», the reform
of the Swiss pensions system.
Thank you for the trust you have shown in us and your loyalty.
Skandia Leben AG

Patrick Knecht
Chief Operating Officer
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«No-one plans to fail. But many
fail to plan.»

people. Another common topic at this time of life is owning your
own home. This means you enter into additional borrowing

Tip

In the current interest rate environment and due

obligations. If you haven’t done so before, now is the time to think

to pillar 3a funds’ long investment horizon,

about the financial consequences of death, invalidity or illness

securities-based pension solutions should

and how you can provide for your family or partner. Additional

always be reviewed, especially as now there are

death benefit can also be added on to a policy.

also interesting fund products with capital
protection on the market. These combine a high

In view of the uncertain situation where the Old A¯e and Survivors Insurance
and pension funds are concerned, private pension provision is becomin¯
increasin¯ly important. Reto Sprin¯, Chairman of the Swiss Association of
Financial Planners (Finanzplaner Verband Schweiz – FPVS) explains what is
important when savin¯ for a private pension.

!

level of security with the possibility of
participating in the financial market.

In the case of couples who cohabit, the surviving partner is not entitled to a State s
 urvivor’s
pension and pension funds are not obliged to
pay pensions to a partner who was a cohabitee.

Transparency is key when choosing a suitable product. The
opportunities and risks must be clearly highlighted and the fees
transparent.

There is usually the possibility of specifying the cohabitee as
beneficiary in pillar 3a and there are no restrictions on pillar 3b

The sooner the better
Starting work should also signal the start of your private pension

unrestricted pensions.

The Swiss 3-pillar system

A pension situation review around the age of 50 is essential. In

and the amount you save monthly must fit into your budget.

Tip

Pension provision in Switzerland is based on the 3-pillar
Tip

As a rule of thumb you should save 5% of your

occupational (pension fund) and private p
 ensions.

annual income if you earn up to CHF 50,000 and

Nowadays pillars 1 and 2 cover around 60% of old-age

10% if you earn more.

pension provision. This creates a shortfall of 40%, which

this regard there are three crucially important points:
Find out whether your pension fund pays out to
cohabitees and also draw up a will in good time.

concept, with state (Old Age and Survivors Insurance),

Tip

2. Make up remaining pension shortfalls before

of income. People who want to maintain their accus-

Financing and paying off the mortgage
on your own home

Pension and savings solutions which can adapt flexibly to

tomed standard of living after retirement can make up

A private pension is frequently used to save up capital for

changing circumstances in your life – for example, through the

this shortfall with 3rd pillar pension provision. Within the

subsequently buying your own home and paying off the

possibility of suspending premium payments during a period of

3rd pillar there is a distinction between:

mortgage. Many property owners underestimate the financial

education or training – are particularly suitable for embarking on

you retire.
3. Outline scenarios for potential early
retirement.

burden involved in paying off their mortgages, especially after

The first point is frequently omitted and leads to unpleasant

Pillar 3a – restricted pension

retirement. The problem is accentuated by the tendency to

surprises. Capital payments from the second pillar and pillar 3a

The restricted 3a pension is supported by the Swiss

reduce pension payments.

are combined on disbursement and taxed separately from other

government with tax relief. With a few exceptions* the

Regular, fixed amounts pay off

1. Safeguard the income with tax-optimised
withdrawal management.

can be even greater if the individual earns a higher level

pillar 3a saving.

Important: pension review at 50

income and assets. Tax at government, cantonal and municipal

assets invested remain “tied” (blocked) until five years

Tip

levels is to be paid on the amount disbursed. These taxes are
It is important to reduce the interest burden

progressive. It is possible to achieve striking tax savings if

capital accrual is combined with risk insurance (death,

through timely mortgage repayments, so that

pension capital is split across several 3a accounts and

so that you can maintain the standard of living to which you are

invalidity, incapacity for work).

owning your own home is still affordable even if

disbursement is staggered.

accustomed after retirement.

* Under certain circumstances (e.g. purchase of own house, self-employment)
the savings capital can be drawn down before pension age is reached.

you have a reduced income from your pension.

Pillar 3b – unrestricted pension

provision is a complex area, so we recommend

If you earn CHF 80,000 or more, it is worth

Pillar 3b does not enjoy any tax breaks, with the

that you consult an independent financial expert.

making the maximum, legally permitted annual

exception of life insurance and special arrangements in

be tax advantageous. It should, however, be

contribution (2016: CHF 6,768 for employees,

individual cantons. The capital saved in pillar 3b can be

noted that many pension funds are inclined to

CHF 33,840 for the self-employed).

drawn down at any time.

embellish their financial situations and make

As a rule the demands on you increase as your career

before state pension age. In a 3a insurance product, the

progresses. Your private pension should adapt to your income,

Tip

Paying off mortgages using pillar 3a pension

!

Between the ages of 50 and 55 is usually the last
chance to buy into a pension fund and for it to

Chances of greater returns with
securities-based pillar 3a pension solutions

promises regarding interest rates, conversion
rates and retirement pensions which are

Monthly payments allow you to budget and increase the returns

In the current interest-rate environment, securities-based pillar

for equity and fund-based pension products thanks to the

3a pension solutions are an attractive alternative which promises

average cost effect. This comes into play when long-term fixed

chances of higher yields in the long term. There are also tax

savings rates, for purchasing fund units, for example, have been

benefits – the tax advantages from regular saving (20-30%) exceed

agreed. On average, investors are able to purchase their fund

the capital gains tax incurred on the payout (5-10%).

certainly not guaranteed.

Independent financial consultants can help.
It is best to consult independent, qualified experts if you have
questions about pension provision or pension planning. To find an
independent financial or pension adviser in your area please get in
touch by sending an e-mail to customerservice@skandia.ch.

units more cheaply this way than if they were to regularly
purchase the same quantity of units at a range of high prices.

A family means responsibility
Starting your own family means assuming responsibility for other

Provide for the future at any stage of life.
Get things on track at the right time.
Education, starting work,
travel, capital building

No-one ever knows how their life will turn
out, but it is obvious that we will all get

Reduce
taxes

Family, living with a
partner, career
progression, buying
your own home

older and our need for care will increase,
which is why you should ensure far-sighted

Deliberately finance
your home with
pension money

private pension provision.

Reduce taxes

Reduce taxes

When you start working, you often feel you

Plans, hopes,
dreams and hobbies in
retirement
Check
home-owning
situation

have to make up for lost time. You spend
money on the things you could not previously
afford, so it is all the more important to get

Pillar 3 (Private pension)

used to regular saving at this time and adjust

Retirement

Pillar 2 (Pension fund)

the payments as your income increases.

Pillar 1 (State Old Age and Survivors Insurance)

Every time there is a turning point in your

personal finances and pension planning.

Secure your income – hedge against

Tip the risk of invalidity with an income

Tip

protection policy

Tip

Invest long term and
reduce tax liability with the 3rd pillar

Check, adjust and
expand private pension
from the age of 40

Tip

!

Pension review
regarding later years
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Tip as much as you can into the 3rd pillar
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company – it means you should review your

From the age of 25 pay

20

your own home or setting up your own

40

job, house move, starting a family, buying

60

personal and professional life – change of

Check home-owning situation – mortgage
paid off? Maintenance, renovation, move?

!

Fine-tune pension planning: purchases, payments,
semi-retirement, new challenges

